Abstract: The goal of this paper is to provide computable account for some definite descriptions. To this end, we define in terms of inclusion the notion of distinguishing description and of distinguishable entities introduced by [Dale 89]. These def'mitions allow us to give conditions of wellformedness for incomplete distinguishing descriptions. We also extend the notion of distinguishing description to take into account cases of synonymy and hyponymy.
1.Introduction
Many studies in natural language processing are concerned with how to generate or understand definite descriptions that evoke a discourse entity already introduced in the context. An interesting solution to this problem was proposed by [Dale 89 ] in terms of distinguishing descriptions and distinguishable entities.
Informally, a distinguishing description is a def'mite description which designates one and only one entity among others in a context set. Many natural language interfaces need to deal with this sort of NPs. We develop an application where these NPs occur in a particular way: the application works in a guided composition mode where correct sentences have to be produced word by word by the system. So, the problem of the (contextual) correctness of an incomplete distinguishing description arises. Moreover, the system has to understand (complete or incomplete) distinguishing descriptions in wider cases of references than those intended by [Dale 89 ], including cases of hyponymy and so on. We are going to show that the way we refine the notions introduced by Dale allows us to l~eat these two points in a rather simple and efficient manner.
In §2, we present our definitions of distinguishing descriptions and distinguishable entities and we use them to deal with incomplete distinguishing descriptions and wider cases of reference. An algorithm for incomplete distinguishing description production is given. §3 presents the application, §4 related works and §5 concludes.
2.Dealing with distinguishing descriptions
Following [Dale 96 ], let us consider that the context contains a set of entities E = (ei, e2 ..... en} and that each entity e/is described by the set of its properties Pei. [Dale 89 ] introduced the notion of distinguishing description ( dd) which is the linguistic realisation of a set of properties which are together true of an entity e~ but of no other entity in ~ [Dale 89 ] also mentions the notion of distinguishable entity, which is intuitively an entity that can be distinguished from the others by the use of a distinguishing description made from its set of properties.
Using inclusion between sets of properties, we can say that:
1. an entity ei in E is distinguishable if there is no entity ~ in E such that Pei ~ P~/.
Similarly to the process of generating a a~f from the set of properties of an entity to designate it, we will consider that to every definite description corresponds the set of properties (noted Pdd) that it contains (informally the set of properties of which the definite description is the linguistic realisation). We will say that a definite description designates every entity ei of E such that Pdd~ Pei (the entity agrees with the description).
Then, according to the definition given in [Dale 89 ] and the uniqueness requirement, we can say that:
2. a definite description is a distinguishing description if (el~ Pdd~ Pei} is a singleton.
These two definitions will help us to deal with incomplete descriptions and to extend the notion of distinguishing description.
2.1Treating distinguishing descriptions in a guided composition system
Guided composition is a paradigm for NLP which is an answer to various limitations to NLP interfaces, especially limitations due to coverage of lexicons and grammars ([Rincel & al 89] ). The basic idea is to inform the user, at every step, about the abilities of the system: for example, such a system can allow the user to ask what word(s) can appear at a time in a sentence. Then, the user chooses among the words proposed and so on. Therefore, the system must provide only expected words, i.e. words that can lead to a correct whole sentence.
In particular, the system must generate partially (word by word) definite descriptions which have to be correct from a contextual point of view when they form complete NPs. In a guided composition point of view, the problem is then to find how to know as early as possible if a string of words (an incomplete distinguishing description or Ida) may or may not lead to a correct distinguishing description.
In order to treat Id~ we have to def'me conditions so as to decide when it will lead to a correct definite description. For example, if there are two kings on a chessboard, one black and one white, the definite description 'le roi' ('the king') is a correct definite description from a syntactical point of view, but not from a contextual point of view because two entities of the context can be designated by it. However, it is a contextually correct incomplete definite description because it can lead to a correct distinguishing description if completed by 'noir' ('black') or 'blanc' ('white'). Conversely, if there is no bishop on the chessboard, the definite description 'le fou' ('the bishop') is neither a distinguishing description nor a (contextually) correct incomplete ddbeeause it doesn't designate any entity of the context and, moreover, can't be completed to designate one. 
an Idd can be add if there exists one
and only one entity e./in E that agrees with it. Notice that the uniqueness requirement must be met on E and not DE, Actually, there may be only one entity in DE that agrees with an Iddand several others in E that agree with it (see example below). In this case, the Ida" is correct but is not yet add. It is also interesting to note that the only entity that agrees with the ddis the referent of the definite description. That is to say that the process of verifying if an Iddis correct leads to solve the definite description in the end.
Let us have a look at an example: Suppose we have a set of entities E- (el, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6} , the properties of which are :
e1 is a dog, e2 is a dog that barks, e3 is a dog that barks, e4 is a red bird that sings, e5 is a red bird, e6is a bird that flies. In this example, e2 and e3 are not distinguishable, because their sets of properties are identical (and so Pc3 ~ Pc2 and
~'e2 ~ Pc3 ). el is not distinguishable because
Pc1 ~ Pc2. Finally, e5 is not distinguishable because Pc5 ~ Pc4" Therefore, only e 4 and e6 are distinguishable entities. So, the set DE is not empty and, in the guided composition mode, the Idd 'le' ('the') can be proposed. What words can be proposed after? According to this context, 'le chien' ('the dog') is not a correct Iddbecause there is no distinguishable entity agreeing with it. On the contrary, 'l'oiseau' ('the bird') is correct and can lead to at least three different a~ 'l'oiseau qui chante' (the bird that sings') which designate e4 and is minimal, Toiseau rouge qui chante' ('the red bird that sings') which designates e4 but is not minimal and Toiseau qui vole' ('the bird that flies') which designates e6.
Notice that, for instance, Toiseau rouge' ('the red bird') is not a dd~ although there is exactly one distinguishable entity (e4) that agrees with it: this dddesignates also e3". The uniqueness requirement must be met on the whole set of entities from the context, and not only on the set of all distinguishable entities.
Refining the notion of distinguishing description
Using the definition of distinguishing description based on inclusion given above, we are going to show that this notion can be refined to take into account more subtle cases of reference. We define a more discerning inclusion between surface descriptions and sets of properties in order to treat cases of synonymy, nominalisation, hyponymy and so on: we want to generalize the notion of agreement to every case where a description is able to "evoke" an entity. Actually, it is well known (see for example [Corblin 95] ) that an entity can be designated not only in terms strictly equal to those which served to introduce it. For example, a dog can be designated by 'the animal' or a child who robs something by 'the robber'.
To take these cases into account, we define the -inclusion (noted ~ ) between sets of properties as follow:
-some -inclusion are given (these are the basic one) like for instance (animal} (dog} or (robber} ~ (child, rob} i.e representations of relations of hyponymy, synonymy, and so on. These inclusions have to be known by the system; -for all P, P', P" sets of properties, if pT-p' ~ p" then PEP"; -for all P, P' sets of properties, if P P', then P-P' can be partionned into subsets which are -included in P'.
Basic -.inclusion representing relations of hyponymy is not too hard to define, and is useful for a lot of treatments in NLP (conceptual aspects of NLP, for example). Other basic -inclusions need more knowledge (about the world and the language), not so easy to implement, but also necessary in other parts of the treatment of natural language.
The -inclusion is transitive and works as expected on unions of sets. We use it (instead of simple inclusion) to compare a set of properties of an Idd(or add) and a set of properties of an entity and we say that the set of entities designated by a dd (or a Idd) is then (e//Pdd 7-Pei}. So, this inclusion allows to use the distinguishing description 'the robber' to designate an entity that is a child who robs something. So it's a nice extension of the inclusion, when used to define the sets of entity an/&/'(or a da9 designates.
It is also interesting to see if-inclusion can be used between sets of entities' properties to define the notion of distinguishable entity. Suppose we have two entities in the context, one which is a robber and the other which is a child who has robbed something. If we use ~inclusion to find distinguishable entities, then the set of properties of the entity which is a robber is -.included in the set of properties of the other, and so the entity which is a robber is not distinguishable. But we know that in an example like 'A robber meets a child who robs something. The robber ...', the definite description 'the robber' rather designates the first entity introduced as 'a roober' than the second one. And this implies that the first entity is distinguishable. So, we must not use the -inclusion to distinguish entities (but only the simple inclusion).
The remaining problem is then that, in this case, the definite description 'the robber' is -included in two distinguishable entities ('a robber' and 'a child who robs something'), and then can't be a dd, in the sense introduced in § 2.1. To take into account an example like the one above and the effect of the ~inclusion, we must refine the def'mition of what can be a dd~ a ddmust designate (in the sense of the -inclusion) only one entity of the context. But if there is more than one, but only one entity e such that Pdd~ Pe (with the simple inclusion), then the a~'is correct and the entity designated is e.
As shown below, we have used this inclusion while dealing with incomplete distinguishing description.
Algorithm for Idd production using simple inclusion or -.inclusion
Idd as defined in 2.1 do not depend on how they are produced. Here we give an algorithm which builds Idd from left to right, word by word, in order to be used in a guided composition system. First of all, it can be seen that if a given
Iddis not correct, any Iddstarting with this /&/'cannot be correct. Hence, we just need to examine one word strings first, then two word strings, and so on, which fits perfectly to the guided composition mode that we used in our applications (see §3). So, the only words that the system must propose are those which continue a correct Iddinto a correct IdaC At the beginning, the word 'le' ('the') can be proposed if and only if DE is not empty (~le ' -0 is not a singleton, the system must propose words to continue the NP (which is always possible). The words w which are contextually correct are those for which the set ~l..WnW remains not empty.
As seen above, the set aYt"AWl..Wn is built using simple inclusion. The only somewhat time-consuming task relies in computing aT/~e,.
3.An application
The questions tackled in this paper have appeared while developping the system EREL 1 ([Godbert 98]) built on ILLICO. The generic ILLICO software ([Milhaud 92]) belongs to the category of guided composition systems we have presented above. It has been used to develop several natural language interfaces (see for example [Guenthner & al. 92] , [Pasero & al. 94] ). In this system, if a string proposed by the user is incorrect, then the system keeps the largest correct sub-string (from the beginning of the string) and proposes all the possible words that can continue this sub-string. If the sentence is empty, then the system can propose all the possible first words, and so on. It is important to notice that the generative process is driven by the syntactic parser.
EREL is a software for language rehabilitation that we have designed in a collaboration with medical staffs specialised in the treatment of autistic-like children. The system provides a set of user-friendly 1 The project EREL is partially funded by the Conseil Gtntral des Bouches-du-RhSne. educational play activities designed to help users to employ common language.
So, it is very important in this kind of applications to offer a sophisticated guided composition mode, and in particular to produce only correct sentences at every level (syntactical, conceptual but also contextual). At the moment, there are two main types of games in EREL: in the first one, chidren speak about or ask questions about a picture they see on the screen. The context which contains objects about which the chidren can tall about is preliminary computed and it does not change along with the discourse. So, the set of distinguishable entities DE is built at one time. The second activity concerns a dialog on a logic game in which users compose orders in natural language to achieve a goal. One of the exercises consists in putting and moving objects on a board. A child has an initial stock of objects that he can put on a checker board, permute, move, or stow away. He gives orders to the system using natural languages sentences and he can see immediately on the board the effects the sentences have. The interface looks like this: , gris, noir (white, grey, black) . If there had been no white circle on the board, the word white would not have been proposed. We have also implemented part of the -inclusion presented above so the child can use the hyponym pawn to designate a triangle or a square or a circle. The hyponym relations are already represented in the system by a conceptual graph which is used in other parts of the system. In this game, it is clear that contextually correct definite descriptions must designate objects in the context (the system has to act on them, so it has to find them). So, in the guided composition mode, the system has to compute/&/'as they have been defined in §2. The objects are moving during the game so, as opposed to the ira'st type of activity, the context changes and the set of distinguishable entities has to be computed at every step. Moreover, the children can create new pawns (made from a predefined set of shapes and colors). These objects are added in the context and must be taken into account for later mentions.
The set of distinguishable entities is not the set of all the objects because some objects may not be distinguishable. For example, if two objects have the same shape and color and are in the stock ('Rtserve' on the figure above), then they can not be distinguished (we assume there is no relative position in the reserve). The user can act on them by using sentences like 'put one of the red triangles which are in the reserve in the case A4' but not like 'put the red triangle which is in the reserve...'. If there is no other triangle on the chessboard, then the system must not propose beginnings of definite NP like 'the triangle...' EREL is under development and a medical team who works with autistic children is testing a preliminary version.
4.Related works
The work presented here uses notions firstly introduced by [Dale 89 [Dale & al. 96 ] for example.
[Horacek 97] gives a good comparison of the previous works; his analyses make appear the problem of the linguistic realisation of a set of properties of an entity to generate a description that designates it and he proposes an algorithm which takes into account this problem during the choice of the property which will be used to build a Concerning the production of Idd; we are not really confronted with the problems mentioned in [Horacek 97] because the guided composition system doesn't generate NPs from entity representation; its parser generates partial syntactically correct sentences which are filtered by contextual criteria (the processes are driven in parallel thanks to coroutined methods). Moreover, concerning what to say and how to say it, it is the user who chooses what word (among the possibilities offered by the system) will be kept to build the sentence, at every step.
Concerning the extension of the notion of agreement that we make (and so of the notion of distinguishing description), many linguists mention the phenomenon we want to take into account. A more computational point of view is discussed in [Groenendijk & al 96, (the example of 'the doctor' and 'the man'). The authors do not give really computable solutions to this problem. It seems that the use of simple inclusion and ~inclusion to f'md distinguishable entity and to identify a referent for a (complete or incomplete) distinguishing description (as described in §2.2) deals rather efficiently with the problem
5.Conclusion
We showed here how the uniqueness requirement, when dealing with incomplete definite descriptions, turns into a requirement of that particular sort of entities from the context, the distinguishable entities. Then we showed how the notion of distinguishing description can be extended using inclusion and what we called ~inclusion. An algorithm that uses these ideas and allows to know as early as possible incomplete definite description that earl lead to correct definite description from those that cannot is given. The algorithm is incremental, which is partieulary useful in a guided composition system and allows also to solve complete definite description (finding the referent). So far, an instance of it has been implemented under the system EREL. 
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